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This paper deals with 3D numerical simulations of two fires fronts (head and backfire) propagating

simultaneously through a grassland fuel. The simulations were carried out using a ‘‘fully’’ physical and

three-dimensional fire model (namely WFDS). One of the objectives of this work, was to evaluate the

potential for fully physical fire model to simulate the interactions between two fire fronts (a head fire

and a backfire), in conditions similar to those encountered during suppression fire operations. A set of

numerical simulations was first carried out for standalone head fires propagating through grasslands

on a flat terrain and for various wind conditions ranging between 1 and 10 m/s. These results were

compared with experimental data and numerical results from the literature. The same calculations

were then repeated, with a backfire ignited at the downwind side of the plot. The numerical results

highlighted that, for these particular conditions, head fire and backfire can interact, mainly, via two

mechanisms:

� at relatively large distances (greater than 10 m) the head fire acts on backfire as a screen and

reduces the direct action of the wind flow on the backfire,

� at relative small distances (nearly equal to 10 m) the gas flow (entrainment) generated in the

vicinity of the head fire promotes the aspiration of the backfire towards the main fire front.

1. Introduction

The reduction of fuel located between the fire front and a

control line constitutes one of the most efficient methods of

stopping or reducing the propagation of a fully developed wild-

land fire. This operation can be accomplished by using mechanical

means (bulldozer) or by using a suppression fire (also called

counter fire or backfire) [1]. During the last decades this tradi-

tional technique was reintroduced as an alternative tool when

classical terrestrial or aerial means were non operational (e.g.

during the night) or not sufficiently efficient.

As indicated by Goldammer and De Ronde [2], one can

formally distinguish two techniques for reducing fuel: burn out

operations and backfiring operations. Burn out operations use

techniques very similar to prescribed burning with the goal to

burn the vegetation located between the main fire and the control

line. The use of a backfire is more aggressive, and consists in

igniting a fire line as close as possible to the main fire front. In this

case, both fire fronts propagate in opposite directions before

merging. Firefighters or foresters in charge of burn out or back-

firing operations have to determine optimal environmental con-

ditions for success. This includes the influence of terrain slope,

wind conditions and, more generally air flow conditions in the

vicinity of the two fire fronts, to guarantee the success of this kind

of operation. In a successful backfire operation, all the available

solid–fuel located ahead of the main fire front is consumed and

the progression of the wildfire is blocked and the fire is rapidly

extinguished [1–3]. The main basis for the use of backfiring to

fight wildfires remains for a large part empirical [3,4]. The ideal

condition for backfire success is expected to be met when the fire

induced winds created by the main fire front entrain the back fire.

Very few studies have been published on this subject, for

example it is not well known at what separation distance (as a

function of the fireline intensity) significant interaction between

the back and head fires occurs (in-draft distance). By head fires

we mean fires that are spread in the same direction as the

ambient wind; backfires spread a direction opposite to that of

the ambient wind. Few fundamental studies are published on this

subject, at the laboratory scale we can cite experimental fires

carried out in fuel beds [5]. At the field scale similar to operational

conditions, the propagation and interaction of head fires and

backfires, ignited simultaneously in small plots of shrubland,
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were studied recently in the the EU project FireParadox [6,7]. All

experimental field observations showed that, once the distance

separating the two fire fronts was smaller than a threshold value

(5 m in pine needles litter and 20 m in shrubs), the two fires

accelerated, indicating a mutual interaction between the two fires.

During the same EU project (FireParadox), Dupuy et al. [8,9],

performed 3D numerical simulations of head fire and backfire

ignited on a flat terrain in grassland, using a 3D code (FIRETEC)

developed at the Los Alamos National Laboratory [10]. In these

numerical results an in-draft flow ahead of a surface fire existed in

a limited numbers of situations when the distance between the

two fire fronts was smaller than 10 m. The authors identified also

another mechanism contributing to the interaction between two

fire fronts, the shelter effect caused by the convective plume above

the head fire and protecting the backfire from the direct action of

the wind flow. Unfortunately, these preliminary numerical simula-

tions were carried out using a mesh size at least 4 times larger than

the extinction length scale, with the consequence, that in many

cases the backfire was not able to propagate.

A numerical study in 2D (using FDS) was proposed by

Roxburgh and Rein [11], to calculate the flow field observed

around a wildfire. In this study the fire front was represented as a

fixed burner on a bare flat terrain, the fire intensities ranged

between 1 and 10 MW/m. The numerical results highlighted that

the flow field in the vicinity of the fire front can be separated into

three regions: zone 1 is closest to the fire front and directly

affected by the flame, zone 2 is located at the maximum value of

the module of the in-draft flow, zone 3 is farthest from the fire

front and dominated by the external flow. The simulations showed

clearly that the size of zone 2, which is the most favourable zone

for the ignition of a backfire, increased as the fire intensity

increased, and that the in-draft distance varied from 15 m to 70 m.

More recently Morvan et al. [19,20], proposed a numerical

study, carried out using a detailed forest fire physical model

[12,13], to simulate the interaction between a head fire and a

backfire propagating through grass or shrubs. Even if this study

was limited to a 2D configuration, which constitutes a simplifica-

tion from the reality, many physical phenomena observed in real

situations were reproduced in these simulations. For example, the

numerical results highlighted that the two fire fronts can only

interact at a short distance (ranges between 10 m and 20 m). As

indicated by Dupuy et al. [8], this interaction between the two fire

fronts resulted mainly from a shelter effect induced by the

convective plume developing above the head fire and protecting

the backfire from the direct action of the ambient wind flow. This

study also showed that in some circumstances, the flame height

and the heat release rate can exhibit a sudden increase as the fire

fronts merged.

Using a Coupled Atmosphere-Wildland Fire-Environment

model (CAWFE), Coen [14] showed that the up-draft flow result-

ing from the buoyancy force inside the convective plume above

an intense fire, can reach vertical velocities two times larger than

those measured in a supercellular storm [15]. This very strong

vertical flow induces by continuity (mass conservation)—an

intense horizontal in-draft flow at the base of the fire front; this

mechanism is often referenced in the literature as fire-induced

wind [16]. The simulations [14] also highlighted that the inter-

action phase preceding the merging between the two fire fronts

contributed to an acceleration of the fire growth.

One condition of a successful backfire operation is the identifica-

tion of conditions that allow propagation of a backfire into the wind.

This problem presents some similarities with reverse combustion in

a packed bed, which has been studied (both experimentally and

numerically) in more fundamental configurations [12,17,18]. Both

experimental data and numerical results, showed that reverse

combustion in a packed bed was mainly controlled by radiation

heat transfer coming from the solid–fuel layer. Two regimes of

propagation were clearly identified, namely oxygen-limited and

fuel-limited. For the oxygen-limited regime, the reverse air flow

promotes the propagation of the combustion front, whereas for

the fuel-limited regime the reverse air flow reduces and, above a

threshold value, can stop the propagation of the combustion front.

Previous numerical simulations [19,20] showed that the rate

of spread of backfires was weakly affected by an increase of the

incoming wind flow. This information seems to confirm the idea

that for moderate wind conditions, the regime of propagation of

backfires can be identified near the limit between oxygen-limited

and fuel-limited regimes which corresponds to a stoichiometric

burning [12,17,18]. If the incoming wind flow is small or if

backfire is protected by another fire front (as is the case during

a suppression fire operation), the air flow in the vicinity of the

backfire, results directly from the action of the fire itself upon its

environment. To maintain quasi-steady state conditions of pro-

pagation, there is a self-regulation of the system to ensure an

optimal air supply ahead of the fire front, directly correlated with

the production of combustible gas from the pyrolysis process

(stoichiometric burning).

Experimental fires, carried out in Savanna vegetation in South

Africa, showed that for every physical characteristics of fire

behaviour (rate of spread, fire intensity, and flame height), head

fires were much more intense than backfires. It was found that

the fire intensity and rate of spread (ROS) of the head fire were

greater than the backfire by a factor of 7, and flame height was

multiplied by a factor of 3 [2,21]. Results also showed that head

fires were much more affected by external conditions (such as

wind) than backfires and that because the fire residence time was

larger for backfires than for head fires, the temperature measured

at the ground level for backfires was larger than those measured

for head fires.

The problem of the interaction of multiple fires was also

studied experimentally on an arrangement of a set of static

burners [22]. It was observed that the combustion rate increased

as the average distance separating two burners decreased. This

phenomenon seems to be a consequence of the transition between

an individual and a collective behaviour (massive fire). Then this

indicator of combustion efficiency reached an optimal value, before

decreasing. This saturation phenomena could result from the

reduction of air supply in the region located between two adjacent

burners.

In this paper, the problem of the interaction between two fire

fronts is studied numerically. This work constitutes a continua-

tion and an extension (in 3D) of previous 2D numerical simula-

tions [19,20]. Some preliminary results have been already

presented by Morvan et al. [24]. One of the objectives of the

present study was to identify the physical phenomena occurring

before and during the merging between the two fire fronts (head

fire and backfire) in free propagation through a homogeneous fuel

layer, such as grassland.

2. Physical and mathematical model

The numerical simulations were carried out using WFDS

(Wildland Urban Interface Fire Dynamics Simulator) which is an

extension of FDS5 (Fire Dynamics Simulator Version 5.2) initially

developed to simulate fire growth and smoke transport for out-

door fires and structural fires [25,26]. The approach used in WFDS

to simulate the behaviour of forest fire can be classified as

a physical approach, following the classification reported in a

recent review paper [27]. The model is based on a multiphase CFD

approach, consisting in solving a reaction, turbulent fluid flow

problem in the atmospheric layer at the vicinity of the fire front,
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coupled with a solid–fuel degradation sub-model inside the

vegetation layer. Taking into account that the gas velocity was

largely sub-sonic, and that the behaviour of the fire was not

affected by acoustic waves, the treatment of the equation of state

was simplified using a low Mach number approximation. Com-

pared to a fully compressible model, this approximation allows

for considerably larger time steps [20] and consequently, reduced

the CPU times for a given simulation.

Without describing all the mathematical equations composing

the model in detail [26], the present wildfire physical model was

based on the following concepts. To take into account the

existence of two levels of sub-grid scale phenomena (the turbu-

lence motions of the atmosphere and the solid–fuel elements

composing the vegetation), the Navier–Stokes equations were

filtered two times. The first step (explicit) consists in averaging

the effects induced by the presence of small scale solid–fuel

particles (foliage and twigs) which cannot be directly represented

in the model and were replaced by equivalent continuum media,

using a procedure similar to an homogenisation process used to

simulate fluid flow in complex porous media [28]. The second

step (implicit) consists in applying Navier–Stokes equations, the

same procedure used for Large Eddy Simulations (LES), in assim-

ilating the effects induced by the small structures of turbulence

upon the large structures as an additional diffusion process (eddy

diffusion concept). After these two-steps of averaging, the result-

ing equations governing the behaviour of the system include

some additional terms, representing the interaction between the

gaseous phase with the vegetation (first step) and the correlation

terms representing the sub-grid scale transport contribution

(second step). One of consequences of the first averaging step, is

the introduction of drag force in the momentum equations, this

term is proportional to the square of the average velocity and to

the leaf area density (LAD) which is denoted by A. The LAD is

proportional to the product of the vegetation volume fraction and

the surface-area to volume ratio characterising the solid–fuel

elements comprising the vegetation layer [20,26]:

/fD,iS¼�rCDA9 ~u9 ~u i ð1Þ

The value of the average drag coefficient CD, used in the present

numerical simulations, was evaluated as a function of the local

Reynolds number based on the solid–fuel particle size [26].

The Sub Grid Scale (SGS) model used in the LES approach is

similar to a constant coefficient in the Smagorinsky model, with

an eddy viscosity of vT is calculated as follows:

nT ¼ ðCsD
2
Þ9S9 D¼ ðDx �Dy � DzÞ

1=3 ð2Þ

where Dx, Dy, Dz represent the grid size along the three directions

of space, S is the magnitude of the strain rate and CS is the

Smagorinsky constant equal to 0.2.

The combustion in the gaseous phase was solved, assuming a

single step kinetics chemical reaction [26]:

C3:4H6:2O2:5þ3:7ðO2þ3:76N2Þ-3:4CO2þ3:1H2Oþ13:91N2 ð3Þ

Assuming that the mixing of gaseous fuel coming from thermal

decomposition of the vegetation and the ambient air constitutes the

limiting factor for the combustion reaction, the reaction rate in the

gaseous phase was evaluated using the Eddy Dissipation Concept

(EDC) [25,26] as follows:

mF’’’ ¼�
rminð ~Y F ,rO2

~YO2
Þ

t
, t¼ CEDC

D2SCT
nT

, CEDC ¼ 0:1 ð4Þ

Concerning the treatment of the vegetation, the surface fuel

layer can be represented in two manners in WFDS:

� Using a boundary fuel model, in which the energy balance for

the vegetative fuel layer is solved on its own computational

grid which interfaces with the computational grid for the

gas phase. In this case, the interactions between the two

phases (solid–fuel layer and surrounding atmosphere) are

limited to heat and mass flow at the interface between the

two media [29].

� Using a fuel element model, in which the fuel elements

composing the vegetation stratum, are fully immersed inside

the gaseous phase (as a sparse porous media). In this case the

interaction between the two phases have been represented

using volume source/sink terms in mass, energy and momen-

tum balance equations [26]. This formulation is similar to the

approach proposed by Morvan et al. [13,30,31]. This formula-

tion is used in the present paper.

Considering the complexity of physical phenomena occurring

in wildfire modelling, including numerous non linear processes,

such as radiation heat transfer, chemical reaction in the gaseous

phase, turbulent transfers, it is difficult to consider that such

model can be fully validated. It is for this reason that concerning

WFDS (this remark is also true for all other similar simulation

tools), we can only say that WFDS has been partially validated for

surface fires propagating in grassland [29] and for burnings of

Douglas fir trees [26]. All the developments done in the frame of

WFDS project (especially the fuel elements concept) have been

now fully integrated in the current version of FDS.

3. Results and discussion

As a preliminary step, we performed a set of numerical simula-

tions, by igniting one line fire in a 20 m�50 m (width� length;

ambient wind is along the length dimension) grassland plot. The

physical properties characterising this homogeneous fuel layer

were identical to those chosen for a previous numerical study

[32], and listed in Table 1. They can be considered as similar to

conditions encountered during the reference large scale experi-

mental campaigns carried out in Australia [33], and most often

used for the validation of physical fire models [31,34]. To minimise

the effects of some uncertainties, concerning the open boundary

conditions, this fuel plot was immersed inside a larger domain

without any vegetation (width¼120 m and length¼130 m). The

upper limit, where open boundary conditions are imposed, was

fixed 40 m above the ground level. We have verified that this

arbitrary choice did not affect the numerical results, and especially

the behaviour of the fire front. In order to simulate the propagation

of surface fires in various wind conditions (for moderate and strong

wind conditions, for head fire and backfire), the computational

domain was discretised using a relatively fine grid mesh size

Dx¼Dy¼0.25 m (two times smaller than the extinction length

scale, dR¼0.5 m). We chose a variable grid mesh along the vertical

direction, Dz ranged between 0.05 m near the ground to 2 m at the

top of the computational domain. At the inlet of the domain (on the

left end side), a power law velocity profile was imposed (with an

exponent equal to 1/7, corresponding to the situation encountered

Table 1

Physical properties characterising the fuel layer

used for the calculation performed in grassland.

Fuel density (kg/m3) 500

Fuel packing ratio �103 2

Fuel moisture content (%) 5

Fuel depth (m) 0.7

Surface area to volume ratio (m�1) 4000

Leaf area index (LAI¼LAD�HFuel) 2.8
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above bare soil).

UXðZÞ ¼UH
Z

H

� �1=7

ð5Þ

The reference height H was fixed to be equal to 10 m, conse-

quently the reference velocity chosen as the main parameter to

analyse the numerical results was equal to 10 m open wind velocity

U10. Before igniting the line fire, the flow field was initialised during

a duration equal to 120 s (U10¼1 m/s), 40 s (U10¼3 m/s) and 30 s

(U10¼5, 8 and 10 m/s).

The heat release rate (HRR4135 kW/m3, in orange), the soot

volume fraction (in black) and the surface temperature of the

solid fuel layer (1C), calculated for four values of wind speed (1, 3,

8 and 10 m/s), are represented in Figs. 1 and 2. For the two

smallest values of the wind speed (Fig. 1, U10¼1 and 3 m/s), after

a transient period (10–15 s after the ignition) the behaviour of the

fire reached a quasi steady state, characterised by nearly constant

values for the rate of spread (ROS) and the heat release rate HRR.

It is well known that the behaviour of surface fires is greatly

affected by the ratio between two forces: the inertia due to the

wind flow and the buoyancy resulting from the gradient of

density between the interior of the plume with the ambient air

[35]. The ratio between these two forces defines a dimensionless

number Fr (Froude number) [36]:

Fr ¼
C2
10

gHFuel

ð6Þ

Here HFuel is the fuel layer depth. For U10 equal to 1 m/s and

3 m/s, the corresponding values for the Froude number were 0.15

and 1.31, respectively, indicating that under these conditions the

behaviour of fire presented similarities with a ‘‘plume dominated

fire’’ [35] (quasi-vertical plume and radiation heat transfer

between fire and vegetation are the significant contributors to

fire spread). Results for the two largest values of wind speed

(U10¼8 and 10 m/s) are plotted in Fig. 2. For these wind speeds

the Froude number is 9.32 (U10¼8 m/s) and 14.56 (U10¼10 m/s).

Although the length of the plot (50 m) was not large enough for the

fire to reach a quasi-steady state propagation, many elements, such

as the longitudinal depth of the fire front and the larger values for

the Froude number indicate that the regime of propagation of

these fires can be classified as a ‘‘wind driven fires’’ [37].

The evolution of the ROS (evaluated from the trajectory of the

pyrolysis front, characterised using the isotherm in the fuel layer,

T¼500 K) versus the 10 m open wind velocity (U10) are shown

in Fig. 3. The present results were compared with observations

obtained from experimental fires in grassland in Australia [33],

with other numerical results obtained in 2D (FIRESTAR, [31])

and 3D (FIRETEC, [32]) and with predictions obtained using two

Fig. 1. Surface fire propagating through a grassland for two values of the wind

speed U10¼1 m/s (on top) and 3 m/s (on bottom). Heat release rate (in orange),

smoke volume fraction (in black) and surface temperature (1C) of solid fuel (in

colour). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the

reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. Surface fire propagating through a grassland for two values of the wind

speed U10¼8 m/s (on top) and 10 m/s (on bottom): heat release rate (in orange),

smoke volume fraction (in black) and surface temperature (1C) of solid fuel

(in colour). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,

the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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operational models MK5 [38] and BehavePlus [39]. Despite the

relative dispersion of experimental data, we can conclude that for

moderate wind speed conditions (until 8 m/s), the results

obtained using WFDS and FIRESTAR are relatively in good agree-

ment, and fitted well the general trend observed on the field. We

noticed that FIRETEC predicted smaller values for the ROS, similar

to those obtained using BehavePlus and MK5. For moderately

strong wind conditions (48 m/s), except for the results obtained

using FIRESTAR, all models (WFDS, FIRETEC, BehavePlus, and

MK5) under-predicted the ROS (in comparison with field data).

For empirical (MK5) and semi-empirical (BehavePlus) models, it is

easy to understand that statistical relations, obtained for moder-

ate wind conditions (MK5) or extracted from small scale labora-

tory fires (BehavePlus), cannot be successfully extrapolated for

more severe wind conditions and for large scale fires. For WFDS

and FIRETEC one source of difference between simulated and

observed spread rates could be the coupling between turbulence

and radiation heat transfer (TRI) which is not explicitly taken into

account in these two models and which is far from negligible in

this problem [20,40]. For WFDS we must also underline, that the

present results were obtained for a 20 m long ignition line fire, we

know from experimental observation [41], that the ROS decreased

exponentially with the ignition fire width (with an asymptotical

value reached for a fire line larger than 200 m). The WFDS value of

the rate of spread (ROS) obtained for U10¼10 m/s (Fig. 3) did not

therefore, correspond to the ROS normally attached to a nearly

steady state fire propagation (which must be larger) since the

longitudinal dimension of the plot (50 m) was certainly too short

to achieve this regime.

The same configuration, in grassland, was used again to study

the interaction between two fire fronts, simultaneously ignited at

the two sides of the plot and for four values of the wind speed

U10¼1, 3, 5 and 8 m/s. The corresponding values of the Froude

number were equal to 0.15, 1.31, 3.64 and 9.32. Based on these

Froude numbers, the four simulations were representative of head

fires in plume dominated, intermediate, and wind driven fires

conditions (for two last cases). The results shown in Figs. 4 and 5,

are four snapshots characterising the situation in terms of HRR

surface (4135 kW/m3), soot volume fraction and surface fuel

temperature at four different times during the propagation of the

back and head fire fronts. The ambient wind speed of U10¼1 m/s:

� when the distance separating the two fire fronts is too large to

allow an interaction between them (Fig. 4 on top),

� when the distance separating the two fire fronts is less than

10 m, promoting a sudden increase of intensity for the two

fires (Fig. 4 on bottom),

� during the merge between the two fire fronts (Fig. 5 on top), and

� at the end of numerical experiment, just before the complete

extinction (Fig. 5 on bottom).

In comparing the two images represented in Fig. 4, it is clear

that the interaction between the two fires is bidirectional, i.e. the

head fire acted on backfire and vice-versa. As the distance

separating the two fire fronts becomes less than a threshold value

(ranges between 10 and 20 m), the intensity of the two fire fronts,

increases rapidly, i.e. both the backfire and the head fire had an

action upon the other one. To highlight more easily the conse-

quences resulting from the interaction between the two fire

Fig. 3. Rate of spread (ROS) versus 10 m open wind speed velocity (U10) in

grassland (FDS¼WFDS), compared to experimental observation carried out in

Australia (Cheney et al. [33]), to numerical results obtained using FIRESTAR

(Morvan et al. [19]) and FIRETEC (Linn et al. [32]) and to predictions obtained

using two operational models (BEHAVEþMK5) (Andrews [39], Mc Arthur [38]).

Fig. 4. Head fire and backfire propagating through grassland (U10¼1 m/s) at times

t¼153 s (top) and 160 s ( bottom). Heat release rate (in orange), smoke volume

fraction (in black) and surface temperature (1C) of solid fuel (in colour). (For

interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is

referred to the web version of this article.)
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fronts, the time evolution of the total heat release rate (HRR) is

plotted in Fig. 6. We have reproduced two curves obtained

without and with ignition of a backfire. During the initial phase

(until 150 s after ignition), the difference between the two curves

is due to the contribution of the backfire. Then, we can noticed a

significant increase (þ50% within 30 s) of the HRR, during the

approach and merging phase of the two fires.

The evolution of the behaviour of both the head and back fires

and the coupling with the aerology around the burning zones can

also be observed in Fig. 7, which shows the gas temperature (1C)

and the streamlines in a median vertical plane parallel to

the direction of propagation. Concerning the fire dynamics, the

sudden increase of fire intensity, observed when the two fire

fronts were relatively close, is particularly well highlighted (see

Fig. 7 on bottom). In comparing Fig. 7 on top and bottom, this

effect is more noticable upon the backfire behaviour. In Fig. 8

streamlines starting upstream of the head fire at 1 m above the

ground level are plotted along with the fire fronts (represented by

one isovalue of the HRR) in Fig. 8. This Figure highlights that, for

weak wind conditions, the thermal plume constitutes a quasi

impassable barrier for the incoming wind flow, which cannot

cross the fire front (head fire). In this case, the major part of the

wind flow arriving at the fire foot, is entrained vertically by the

thermal plume.

The same calculation is plotted for two other values of the

wind speed U10¼3 m/s (Figs. 9–11), and U10¼5 m/s (Figs. 12–14).

For U10¼3 m/s, even if the plume was more affected by the lateral

wind flow, the trajectory of flames stayed more or less vertical (as

shown in Figs. 9 and 11). The new information highlighted with

this configuration, was that during a long time we did not observe

a significant difference between the two curves representing the

time evolution of the total HRR for the case with only a head fire

and for the case with both head and back fires (see Fig. 10),

indicating that during the same period, backfire was not able to

propagate through the fuel layer. At the end of the experiment, as

in the previous case, we noticed an increase (þ45%, over 10 s) of

the HRR (see Fig. 10), indicating that the backfire was suddenly

able to propagate. The action of the head fire upon the backfire

resulted here from the same physical mechanism was discussed

in the previous case, i.e. the in-draft flow induced at short

distance by the head fire plume rising above the major fire front

(see Fig. 11), contributed in drawing the backfire flame towards

the unburned vegetation separating the two fire fronts. We know

Fig. 5. Head fire and backfire propagating through grassland (U10¼1 m/s) at times

t¼163 s (top) and 168 s ( bottom). Heat release rate (in orange), smoke volume

fraction (in black) and surface temperature (1C) of solid fuel (in colour). (For

interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is

referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 6. Heat release rate (HRR) for a standalone head fire and for a headþbackfire

(U10¼1 m/s).

Fig. 7. Temperature field (1C) and streamlines in a streamwise plane (U10¼1 m/s)

at times t¼153 s and 163 s (median plan Y¼0).
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from a previous study [31] that, this phenomenon induced an

increase heat transfer between the backfire and the fuel layer, and

consequently promoted the relatively rapid propagation of the

backfire. Because the in-draft flow has pushed fresh air towards

the base of the backfire and induced an increase in the flame

surface of the backfire, this increase of heat transfer can only be

attributed to an increase of radiation between the flame and the

unburned vegetation.

By comparing Figs. 6, 10 and 13, we can notice the significant

impact of wind conditions upon the HRR, when the wind speed

increased from 1 m/s to 5 m/s, the maximum value of HRR (by

summing the contributions due to the two fire fronts) increased

from 280 MW to 490 MW. Contrary to the situation observed for

moderate wind conditions (see Fig. 7), the incoming wind flow

has the possibility to cross the barrier formed by the fire front and

to push the hot gases from the burning zone towards the

unburned fuel located ahead of the fire front (see Fig. 14). In this

way, the wind flow has contributed to enhance the heat transfer

Fig. 8. Streamlines emitted at a height z¼1 m, upstream the main fire front for

10 m open wind speed U10¼1 m/s.

Fig. 9. Head fire and backfire propagating through grassland (U10¼3 m/s) at times

t¼ 68 s (top) and 71 s (bottom). Heat release rate (in orange), smoke volume

fraction (in black) and surface temperature (1C) of solid fuel (in colour).

(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is

referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 10. Heat release rate (HRR) for a standalone head fire and for a headþbackfire

(U10¼3 m/s).

Fig. 11. Temperature field (1C) and streamlines in a streamwise plane (U10¼3m/s)

at times t¼68 s and 71 s (plan Y¼�5m).
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by convection and to extend the pyrolysis zone and the depth of

the fire front (see Figs. 12 and 14) [31].

The time evolution of the position of the pyrolysis front

(evaluated from the isothermal curve T¼500 K inside the solid

phase) obtained for the four wind speed values, was reported in

Fig. 15. The bottom part of the curve represents the pyrolysis

front of head fires, and the top part is for backfires. The ROS

of backfire and head fire were evaluated from the slope of the

trajectories of pyrolysis fronts. The values were reported in

Table 2. We can notice that backfires were not too much affected

by the increase of wind velocity. This result confirms the idea that

backfires were governed by radiation heat transfer and that

because of the shelter effect played by head fires, the geometry

of the flames (for backfire only) was not affected by the modifica-

tions of wind conditions. For head fires, until wind conditions can

be considered as relatively moderate (U10¼1 and 3 m/s), the ROS

was not affected by the secondary ignition. For stronger wind

conditions (U10¼5 m/s), the presence of backfire contributed to

increase the ROS from 1.66 m/s (standalone head fire case) to

Fig. 12. Head fire and backfire propagating through grassland (U10¼5 m/s) at

times t¼50 s (top) and 53 s (bottom). Heat release rate (in orange), smoke volume

fraction (in black) and surface temperature (1C) of solid fuel (in colour). (For

interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is

referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 13. Heat release rate (HRR) for a standalone head fire and for a headþbackfire

(U10¼5 m/s).

Fig. 14. Temperature field (1C) and streamlines in a streamwise plane (U10¼5 m/

s) at times t¼50 s and 53 s (plan Y¼�5 m).

Fig. 15. Trajectories of the pyrolysis front (head fire and backfire) reconstituted

from isotherm T¼500 K in the solid phase, for wind speeds U10¼1, 3, 5 and 8 m/s.
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1.84 m/s (head and back fires case), which is a þ10% increase.

This result confirms that, before merging, the two fire fronts can

mutually interact (two-way interaction).

4. Conclusion

A detailed physical wildfire model was used to simulate the

interaction between a head fire and a backfire propagating through

grassland. A preliminary study was carried out for a standalone fire

and the results were compared with previous numerical results and

experimental data from the literature. Then the configuration was

extended to include a secondary line fire ignited at the downwind

side of the plot. The numerical results highlighted that, in these

conditions, the two fire fronts can interact at a relative shorter

distance (ranging between 10 and 20 m). The action of the head fire

upon the backfire was not limited to the development of in-draft

flow ahead of the main fire front, the presence of the thermal plume

contributed also (shelter effect) to protect backfire from the direct

impact of the wind flow. All these contributed in facilitating the

propagation of the backfire. The interaction between the two fires

can be qualified as having a significant two-way interaction. The

influence of the backfire upon the head fire behaviour was also

observed. All the present simulations were performed on a flat

terrain, with a very dry vegetation (FMC¼5%). In these simulations,

backfires did not propagate long enough to allow a sufficiently large

distance between back fire ignition and the main fire front for safe

operational use. The implication of this on guidance to field

operations requires further validation of the WFDS model. The next

step must be to study this problem in more operational and realistic

conditions, for a slope terrain, with a less dry fuel, and for a

heterogeneous fuel complex such as a shrubland vegetation layer.
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Rate of spread (ROS) characterising the propagation of head fires (HF) and

backfires (BF) for various wind speeds.

U10 (m/s) 1 3 5 8

ROSHF (m/s) 0.71 1.25 1.84 1.74

ROSBF (m/s) 0.28 0.17 0.22 0.23
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